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1: The 20 Greatest Corporate April Fools' Day Pranks Of All Time (GALLERY)
The first of April is celebrated as Fools Day and it is common practice across many cultures to play tricks on your family
and friends. It is well accepted that April Fool's Day originated after the Gregorian calendar moved the date of the New
Year from the March Equinox to January 1st. If you.

We strive to provide the highest quality living environment. Whether you are seeking an economical
efficiency or a spacious luxury apartment, we can offer you a home that meets your needs combined with
quality amenities and great customer service. There are many reported origins of this humorous day, and all of
them are equally amusing. Along with its historic beginnings, there are many famous tricks that will forever
be cemented in history. Many news organizations, restaurants, and even entire cities use this day to have a
little fun with the public. While not a religious holiday, this famous day dates back to , a Pope, and a calendar
mistake. All those who missed the message and still celebrated on April 1 were henceforth and forever known
as April fools. Another explanation of the day was published in the Associated Press in Because of this
accusation, Constantine let the jester rule for a day. While ruling the jester decreed that the day forever call for
absurdity â€” and thus, it became an annual event. The only problem with this theory? It was entirely made up
as a joke against the AP. Another possible origin is it forming from ancient festivals, one of these being
Hilaria. This festival was celebrated in Rome at the end of March. The vernal equinox could also be the
founder. People would say that the Mother Nature was fooling us with the first day of spring because the
weather would then be unpredictable. This day would be spent sending people on a fake errands, playing
pranks, and tricking people into believing things that were not true. The children of France will take cut out
pictures of fish and stick them to the back of their classmates. In , the BBC presented a rather unheard of, but
happy report. The segment described the unusually plentiful spaghetti crop thanks to their balmy winter and
the long awaited eradication of the spaghetti weevil. They went so far as to stage footage of works picking
spaghetti off the trees. Foolishly enough, people believed this! In , a German newspaper thought it would be
funny to print a story about the US Treasury being robbed. The story claimed that all of the silver and gold had
been stolen by greedy American millionaires in a highly coordinated heist. Unfortunately, people believed this
too, and other newspapers across Europe reprinted it without thinking to check the facts. Once again, the story
was believed and other papers published the article before realizing it was a prank. Another fast food chain, in
, decided to get in on the fun. The first year started as a prank, but soon became a beloved tradition. A press
release is put out every year advertising the parade which never occurs. In , a tsunami was reported to be
heading towards a pacific island. Several people lost their lives because they believed the weather report to be
a prank.
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2: 15 April Fools Day deals and freebies - AOL Finance
April Fools' Day (sometimes called All Fools' Day) is an annual celebration in some European and Western countries
commemorated on April 1 by playing practical jokes and spreading hoaxes.

Adult Swim aired an early, unfinished version of Squidbillies , instead of Robot Chicken. Adult Swim aired
old re-runs of Mr. T and Chuck Norris: Stand Alone Complex with fart noises added to the dialog. On March
31, Adult Swim aired every episode of Perfect Hair Forever in reverse order. The episodes were digitally
degraded to look like several generations-old videotapes with grammatically incorrect subtitles in Engrish. At
one point, the subtitles shown on screen were actually for an Aqua Teen Hunger Force episode. On April 1,
Adult Swim aired a night of unfinished sneak peeks of future upcoming shows in place of their typical
programing. Adult Swim aired The Room , with sex scenes obscured with black boxes. Sex scenes remained
censored, but the parental rating was raised to TV-MA. Adult Swim replaced its lineup with Toonami.
Subsequently, on May 16, , Adult Swim announced via Twitter and later by a press release that Toonami
would return to Adult Swim on May 26, as a regular weekly Saturday night programming block. Adult Swim
featured images of cats throughout much of its programming. All of the bumps contained videos and images
of cats, while the episodes of the live action shows aired that night had cat faces covering up the faces of the
actors. The [adult swim] logo was replaced with "[meow meow]". Adult Swim premiered an eighth episode of
Perfect Hair Forever, seven years following the series finale. This was followed by an unannounced Space
Ghost Coast to Coast marathon featuring creator-chosen episodes including the full version of " Fire Ant ",
which has rarely been shown on TV. During the marathon, bumps were included between episodes showing
outtakes and commentary from the writers and staff. When midnight did occur, regular programming played,
with the implication being that the prank for was that there was no prank. Alternative in Japanese, with
English subtitles, followed by the film Mind Game , also in Japanese with English subtitles. On April 1, , in
yet another rare two joke-fer, Adult Swim aired normally until This special short was also simulcasted on a
loop in a marathon stream on adultswim.
3: (Best) April fool Jokes, Pranks, Messages for Whatsapp - Whatsapp Lover
Breaking up on April 1 is so uncool it might as well be Snapchat. (Burn!) While April Fools' Day is a holiday of sorts, a lot
of us forget that people actually take part in it past elementary school.

4: Simba Beer Savagely Trolled Bira 91 Beer For April Fools' Day | HungryForever Food Blog
April Fools' Day is almost here and there are so many simple, though effective, pranks to pull on your friends and family
that don't require a production team. Cling-wrap A Doorway Giphy.

5: Best Celebrity April Foolsâ€™ Day Pranks Ever: Gigi Hadid & More â€“ Hollywood Life
April Fools' Day Sale From April 1st to 10th, , you will get 6% OFF big discount. Enjoy the big discount and save money
for best quality Beauty Forever virgin remy hair.

6: Connie Smith (conniesmith1) on Pinterest
Title: April Fools' Day Forever You are not logged in. If you create a free account and sign in, you will be able to
customize what is displayed.

7: Best Pranks For Friends: 39 Hilarious Ideas for April Fools' Day
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Since April Fools was coming up, Simba Beer put out an almost identical video (for the first few seconds) but then ended
up trolling Bira 91 in a manner so savage that they'll definitely have to.

8: April Fools' Day | League of Legends Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
April Fools' Day: there's going to be so much fake news around, Donald Trump's head might actually explode with fury
at it all. #fakenews â€” Richard Gunn (@Wedgeman) April 1,

9: April Fools' Day Hair Deals
April Fools' Day deals on lodging and rental cars are yours for the taking. Best Western: Best Western is giving away
$10 gift cards to Best Western Rewards members who stay at the chain through.
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